National Veteran Sweepstakes

Judge: Melissa Chonos

Best Veteran in Sweepstakes - CH Aned’s La Reine De Foxnoir from the 10 to 12 year bitch class.

Best of Opposite Sex to Best in Veteran Sweepstakes - GCH Minneka’s Dust In The Wind from the 10 to 12 year dog class.

Veteran Dogs – 8 – 10 years


3 – CH Hargo’s Shades of Blue, CGC, NP134702/03, 06/11/06. Breeder, M. Gouin & J. Demers. By CH Aned’s Ainsi Soltu – CH Ebonorth Matters of The Heart. Owner, Mary Cox.

Veteran Dogs – 10 – 12 years

1 – GCH Minneka’s Dust In The Wind, NP051409/01, 11/10/03. Breeder, Owners. By CH Mentha’s The Perfect Storm – CH Minneka Call The Wind Mariah. Owner, Dr. Mary Kraus & Diane & Margaret Ramsey.


Veteran Dogs over 12 years

1 – GCH Dante’s All Fired Up, NM884713/03, 9/22/00. Breeder, L. Belille. By CH Blumoon The Son Also Rises – CH Dante’s Dancin In The Dark. Owner, John & Amy Gossman & Dr. Mary Kraus.


Veteran Bitches – 8 – 10 years


Veteran Bitches – 10 – 12 years


**Veteran Bitches over 12 years**

